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SOVIET CULTURE

1.  Anglo-russkii razgovornik dlia rabotnikov gostinits “Inturist” 
[English-Russian phrase book for “Inturist” hotel workers].  
Moscow: Vneshtorgizdat, 1955. Small oblong octavo (11.8 × 16.5 
cm). Original cloth-backed printed boards; 77, [3] pp. Light wear; 
small owner inscription to ffep; still about very good.   $250

A scarce phrase book intended to facilitate conversation between 
Western tourists and Soviet hospitality workers of Inturist, the oldest 
Soviet tourist enterprise, founded in 1929. Even during the height of 
Stalinism, visits to the Soviet Union were encouraged and aided by 
marketing plans tailored specifically to various “enemy” countries. 
Once arrived, curious tourists found lodging, rest, and entertainment 
in over twenty hotels run by Inturist. However, the authorities took 
great pains to avoid excessive exposure to Soviet realities and con-
versations with tour guides and other personnel were largely restrict-
ed to the set of phrases and expressions contained in the present 
work. The hosts’ linguistic abilities were also quite low, as their em-
ployers preferred to hire uneducated people rather than intellectuals. 
As a result, the level of service was famously poor, as evidenced by 
science-fiction writer Robert A. Heinlein: “With no Russian at all you’ll 
be as helpless as a bed patient” (see Heinlein, “Inside InTourist,” 
1960). As of December 2019, KVK and OCLC only show the copy at 
Toronto.   (50485)
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2.  Assotsiatsiia khudozhnikov revoliutsionnoi Rossii (The Associa-
tion of Artists of Revolutionary Russia). 4 goda AKhRR, 1922–1926: 
sbornik 1 [Four years of AKhRR, 1922–1926: volume one; all pub-
lished]. Moscow: Izd-vo Assotsiatsii khudozhnikov revoliutsionnoi 
Rossii “AKhRR”, 1926. Octavo (22.5 × 15.3 cm). Original decorative 
wrappers; 321, VI, 77 pp. With 16 tipped-in color plates. Old Soviet 
bookstore stamp to rear wrapper; else about very good.   $950

Edited by A. V. Grigor’ev and V. N. Perel’man (responsible for the arts 
section), this volume gathers sixteen theoretical essays, including 
by E. A. Katsman, V. N. Perel’man, and Anatolii Lunacharskii, reflect-
ing on the development of AKhRR, which was created in 1922 as a 
large, government-sponsored collective uniting painters, sculptors, 
and graphic artists who were committed to some form of “realist” 
art reflecting the revolutionary moment. It succeeded the “Itiner-
ants” group, and was ultimately replaced by the Artist’s Union, but 
the orientation of many of its members was quite experimental and 
far from hewing to a mere socialist realism. AKhRR included many 
famous members, several of them with a reputation from before the 
Revolution, such as Petrov-Vodkin, Eugene Lanceray, and Boris Kus-
todiev. The volume also gathers excerpts from newspaper and journal 
articles on the Association, and a third part covers the group’s eighth 
exhibition, entitled “Zhiznʹ i byt narodov SSSR” (“The life and every-
day culture of the peoples of the USSR”). With many photo-reproduc-
tions of works exhibited, as well as several tipped-in gravures in color. 
Getty 53. One of 1500 copies. As of December 2019, KVK and OCLC 
show three copies in North America (at NYPL, Syracuse, and a defec-
tive copy at the Getty).   (50317)
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[Soviet Photomontage DeSign]

3.  Heller, Frank and V. V. Kharlamova, translator. V stolitse azarta  
[I hasardens huvudstad: Monte Carlo-noveller; In the capital of gam-
bling]. Leningrad: Izdatel’stvo “Mysl’,” 1926. Octavo (18 × 13 cm). 
Original photo-illustrated wrappers; [4], 189 pp. Wrappers lightly 
creased; small nicks to spine extremities; still good or better.   $750

First and only edition, one of many books by Frank Heller (pseud-
onym of Gunnar Serner, 1886–1947) published in the 1920s, to 
satisfy the Soviet readers’ appetite for sensationalist works full of 
intrigue. Another work by Heller was translated by Osip Mandelshtam 
and published the same year. The present novel was translated by 
V. N. Kharlamova and N. M. Lederle. With a striking photomontage 
wrapper design; unattributed, but signed P. S. or G. S. As of October 
2019, KVK and OCLC only locate the copy at the Swedish National 
Library.   (50291)
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[Soviet anti-alcohol activiSm]

4.  Semashko, N. (preface). Katalog antialkogol’noi vystavki 
v pomeshchenii Gosudarstvennoi Tret’iakovskoi Gallerei [Catalog 
of the anti-alcohol exhibition held at the State Tretiakov Gallery]. 
Moscow: Glaviskusstvo N.K.P., 1929. Octavo (17.5 × 12.9 cm).  
Original staple-stitched printed wrappers; 19, [1] pp. Numerous  
illustrations, including three full-page reproductions. Very good.   
$950

Scarce catalog issued by the Society for the Struggle Against Alcohol-
ism, founded in February 1928 to deal with the alcoholism epidemic 
and to “assist Soviet power in the rapid elimination of alcoholism.” 
This exhibition, exposing the links between art and the fight against 
excessive drink, was held at the Tretiakov Gallery in Moscow. It com-
bined displays of Western and Soviet art, drawn from the holdings 
of the Pushkin Museum, the State Museum of Modern Western Art, 
and the Tretiakov Gallery. Among others, the artists included Nicolas 
Poussin, Pablo Picasso (whose first name is here curiously misspelled 
“padlo,” a Russian slur equivalent to “scumbag”), Paul Gauguin, 
Mikhail Larionov and others. A second part contains exhibits docu-
menting questions of “social hygiene” and contains special displays 
on various topics concerning alcohol. The exhibit also included a 
section on photographic and cinematographic documents on alco-
holism, with stills from early Soviet films. One of 2000 copies. As of 
November 2019, KVK and OCLC only show the copy at Kunstbiblio-
thek Berlin.   (50388)
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[conStructiviSt tyPo-DeSign for a cinema Brochure]

5.  Shershenevich, Vadim; designer unattributed. Smeshno o kino 
[About the cinema with humor]. Moscow: Teakinopechat’, 1928.  
Octavo (16.7 × 11.5 cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 32 pp. Very 
good.   $950

First edition of this rare collection of cinema-themed feuilletons by 
Shershenevich, one of the co-founders of the Ego-Futurist group and 
later a noted theoretician and propagator of Russian Futurism, who 
edited numerous almanacs and collections of poetry. Shershenev-
ich captures the dynamic and often absurd world of Soviet popular 
cinema of the 1920s. His sketches tell the story of an unnamed writer 
as he begins to work in NEP-era cinema as an actor and screenwriter. 
In the closing paragraphs the narrator hints at the autobiographical 
nature of the sketches. Shershenevich was also a co-founder of All 
Russian Union of Poets in 1919 and famously rivaled Mayakovsky 
in popularity. By the early 1920s his relationship with Soviet poetic 
establishment had soured and like many avant-garde writers of that 
period he found himself unable to publish his poetry and serious criti-
cism, turning to work in theater and the cinema instead.
 
A poet of urbanism, in his poetry of the 1910s Shershenevich crit-
icized cinema as part the “urban detritus” and clearly favored the 
theater in his critical writing. However, with work in NEP-era cinema 
becoming increasingly more profitable, starting in 1923 he published 
film reviews and comic sketches in “Kino Gazetam” “Sovetskii Ekran,” 
and the newspaper “Kino”. Although Shershenevich is less known as 
a comic writer, he co-authored several NEP-era blockbuster come-
dies of Boris Barnet such as “Devushka s Korobkoi” (1927) and Dom 
na Trubnoi (1928; along with formalist theorist Viktor Shklovsky and 
others) as well as Sergei Komarov’s “Potsilui Meri Pikford” (1927). 
In this period he also published a number of fan biographies of stage 
and film actors for the publishing house Teakinopechat’. This collec-
tion of satirical sketches reflects his work of this period.   

With a striking constructivist typographic wrapper design, unattribut-
ed, in light green and purple, which breaks down the words “funny” 
(smeshno) and “cinema” (kino), so that the morpheme “no” (meaning 
“but”) stands apart, perhaps signaling some reservations about the 
new medium on the part of the designer. See also D. V. Fomin, “Tema 
kino v knizhnoi oblozhke 1920-kh godov” (in: Observatoriia kul’tury, 
2016, vol. 13, no. 5). Rare; as of November 2019, KVK and OCLC only 
show the copy at the Getty.   (50314)
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[Soviet collectivization BroaDSiDeS]

6.  Three posters with slogans on the Collectivization efforts in 
the Soviet countryside. Leningrad: Gublit, ca. 1925–1928? Various 
formats. Three small posters, printed to rectos in blue and red. About 
very good; small nicks and tears to edges. In protective mylar sleeve.   
$1,500

The posters contain the following slogans: “Kazhdoe novoe 
sel’sko-khoziaistvennoe tovarishchestvo – zalog uluchsheniia 
krest’ianskogo khoziaistva” (Every new agricultural cooperative plays 
its part in guaranteeing the improvement of peasant agriculture, 
measures 19 × 40 cm); “Ob”ediniaias’ v promyshlennye arteli, kustar’ 
zashchishchaet sebia ot derevenskogo kulaka – skupshchika i raz-
datchika” (By forming production centers, the small artisan protects 
himself from the kulak – the merchant buyer-up and distributor, mea-
sures 29.5 × 40 cm); “Krest’ianin-kustar’! Sozdavaia promyslovuiu 
kooperatsiiu – ty stroish’ svoe blagopoluchie!” (Peasant and artisan! 
By creating trade cooperatives you are building your own prosperity!, 
measures 28.5 × 41 cm. Given that these three broadsides do not use 
the term “kolkhoz” we suspect they date to the final years of the New 
Economic Policy (NEP), when agitation against the “kulaks” (large 
land-owning peasants) increased, but Stalin’s official collectivization 
push had not fully begun. Printed in runs of 5000 copies each. We are 
unable to trace these posters, or other printed artifacts using these 
particular slogans. Not in KVK, OCLC.   (50377)

[comPlete Proletcult Journal – none in WorlDcat]

7.  Tvori: zhurnal studii Moskovskogo Proletkul’ta [Create: a jour-
nal of the studios of Moscow Proletcult], nos. 1, 2, 3-4 (all pub-
lished). Moscow: 1920–1921. Large octavos (25.5 × 17 cm). Original 
printed wrappers; 23, 36, and 64 pp. First issue lacking wrappers; 
occasional tears and one issue with private inventory label; overall 
good or better.   $1,250

Complete run of this Proletkult literary journal issued in three fasci-
cles. “We ourselves need to create!” declare the editors in the first is-
sue of the journal, asserting the idea of Aleksandr Bogdanov that was 
central to the Proletkult movement: only art made by the proletariat 
itself can accurately reflect the reality of the proletariat. The journal 
was to publish prose and poetry by proletarian “non-professional” 
writers, focusing on contributions by members of Moscow Prolet-
kult writing workshops and helping them hone their skill. In fact, the 
short-lived publication suffered from the same problem of profes-
sionalization as related Proletkult publications such as Gorn (1918–
1923), Kuznitsa (1920–1922), and Pereval (1922). A review of this 
new journal published in Kuznitsa pointed out that all the best work in 
the first issue is written by established writers such as Boris Arvatov 
(a theorist of pragmatic art) and Valerian Pletnev (leader of Moscow 
Proletkult and a major playwright) rather than by “workshoppers.” 
Founded in 1917, at a congress of creative workers’ workshops, 
Proletkult “began as a loose coalition of clubs, factory committees, 
worker’s theaters, and educational societies devoted to the cultural 
needs of the working class.” With support from the minister of edu-
cation, Anatoly Lunacharsky, and theoretical guidance by Aleksandr 
Bogdanov, “by 1918 it had expanded into a national movement with a 
much more ambitious purpose: to define a unique proletarian culture 
that would inform and inspire the new society” (Lynn Mally, Culture 
of the Future: The Proletkult Movement in Revolutionary Russia, 1990; 
pp. xviii). This journal was conceived when the movement was at its 
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zenith, and the high print run (10000 for the first issue and 5000 for the 
second issue) is indicative of generous financial and political support 
of the new publication at a time of massive paper shortages due to the 
ongoing Russian Civil War. The movement began to decline in 1922 after 
criticism from both Trotsky, who claimed that there is no such thing as 
purely proletarian culture, and eventually from Lenin, who saw Proletkult 
activities as too far reaching and thus politically dangerous. Aleksandr 
Zugrin (1899–1923), an avant-garde painter and member of Proletkult, 
designed the cubo-futurist wrappers of this publication. Zurgin was one 
of the top rising artists of Proletkult and designed covers for Gorn as 
well as numerous Proletkult poetry books in addition to this publication. 
The issues also contain photographs of Proletkult theater performances 
and contributions by S. Obradovich, V. Aleksandrovskii, V. Pletnev, St. 
Krivtsov, B. Arvatov. As of November 2019, KVK and OCLC only locate 
microform copies.   (50390)
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[neW “houSeS of culture” for rural Soviet WorkerS]

8.  Rzianin, M. I. Proekty kolkhoznykh klubov i raionnykh domov 
kul’tury [Architectural projects for Kolkhoz clubs and district houses 
of culture]. Moscow: Izdatel’stvo Vsesoiuznoi Akademii arkhitektury, 
1937. Quarto (35 × 26.5 cm). Maroon cloth boards; gilt title to front 
board; 157, [1] pp. Five leaves of plates, including four in color and 
one folding leaf. Illustrated with over 200 additional drawings in 
the text. Boards discolored and lightly worn; else about very good.   
$2,250

Published by the All-Union Academy of Architecture, this work in-
troduces a range of architectural designs to accomodate the era of 
collectivization, which has “finally and irreversibly triumphed… in our 
country.” The author calls for new, grander projects to replace the 
existing rural infrastructure for entertainment, culture, child-rear-
ing, schooling, literacy advocacy, and political “education” (such as 
the earlier izby-chital’ni, or reading huts, now outgrown). According 
to Rzianin, the task of raising the Soviet village to the level of urban 
workers was not to be left to the kolkhoz builders, but should fall 
to professional architects. The preface by O. Barshak predicts the 
construction of six hundred new regional “houses of culture” during 
the third five-year plan. This type of construction would be able to 
unite all needed features, from larger performance venues to smaller 
rooms for agitational and political meetings. The book features draw-
ings by Roman Khimer, Ivan Leonidov, Nikolai Kolli, Iakov Kornfeld, 
Evgenii Levinson, Igor Fomin, Arkadii Mordvinov, Andrei Rostkovskii, 
Oskar Munts, Genrikh Ludvig and numerous others. Aside from five 
leaves of plates, the work reproduces approximately ninety perspec-
tive and elevation drawings, eighty plans and sections, sixteen photo-
graphs of models, and is appended with thirty-five detailed plans and 
drawings including interior design, windows, and doors. As of Decem-
ber 2019, KVK, OCLC locate three copies in North America (Columbia, 
NYU, NYPL).   (50430)
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[gameS for Soviet chilDren]

9.  Vishnevskii, A[leksandr] and N[atalia] Panova (with L. Speranskaia, 
illustrator). Igry iunykh pionerov [Games of the young pioneers]. 
Moscow: Molodaia gvardiia, 1934. Small octavo (17 × 12 cm). Original 
pictorial wrappers; 142, [1] pp. Private owner stamp; else about very 
good.   $450

First and only edition. Promoting a scientific approach to children’s 
games, this illustrated handbook for pioneer camp counselors was 
developed by the Research Institute for the Development of Commu-
nist Youth (NII Detkomdvizheniia). The handbook provides rules and 
instructional illustrations for dozens of games for children ages ten 
to sixteen – the standard age range of Soviet pioneers. The Pioneer 
movement, a Soviet political organization for children founded in 1922 
(and modeled on the British Scout movement) aimed to prepare the 
Soviet youth for entry into the Komsomol and subsequently the Com-
munist party. In the introduction, the authors stress the importance 
of selecting games “intentionally” with the aim of developing specific 
skills and “qualities necessary for builders of socialism.” The hand-
book is divided into thematic sections, providing rules for games that 
develop critical thinking, perseverance, dexterity, observational skills 
and include puzzles, “first aid” games, and “living cinema” games 
among others. The last pages of the book (pp. 140–142) provide a 
game index, designed to help the counselors select the most appropri-
ate game for the age range, and developmental goals. As of December 
2019 we are unable to locate any copies via KVK or OCLC, which only 
show electronic resources.   (50341)
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10.  Vyshinskii, Andrei Ia., editor. Ot tiurem k vospitatel’nym  
uchrezhdeniiam: sbornik statei. T. 1: Ispravitel’no-trudovaia  
politika SSSR [From prisons to educational institutions: a collection 
of articles, vol. 1: Soviet policies on correctional labor] (all published). 
Moscow: Sovetskoe zakonodatel’stvo, 1934. Octavo (22 × 16 cm). 
Original gray cloth, embossed in red and black; 449, [2] pp. Thir-
ty-two pages of photo-reproductions and halftones. Very good.   $850

A scarce collection of articles that trace the development of Soviet 
penal policy, especially regarding the so-called correctional labor 
facilities (ispravitel’no-trudovye lageria, or ITL), which would serve as 
the base for the better-known Gulag system. The forced labor camps 
of the early 1920s were gradually replaced with ITL, which sought 
to extract cheap labor from prisoners, while stressing their role in 
“re-educating” criminals and forging upright communist citizens. The 
essays deal with such topics as women and children in correction-
al facilities; education, publishing, and anti-illiteracy efforts in the 
camps; as well as various health-related and cultural aspects of the 
labor colonies. The photographs show prisoners at work in factories, 
engaged in workshops, as well as in school or listening to the radio. 
As of November 2019, KVK and OCLC show nine copies in North 
America.   (50395)
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[With unknoWn variant PaSSageS]

11.  Akhmatova, Anna. Early samizdat version of “Rekviem”  
(Requiem) with variant passages. Soviet Union, ca. December 1962–
1963. Six leaves of typescript to rectos (A4). Old horizontal creases; 
else very good.   $1,250

Six-page typewritten copy of Akhmatova’s “Requiem,” formerly owned 
by the family of Soviet scientist Vladimir Fok (1898–1974) and his wife 
Alexandra Lermontova, Akhmatova’s neighbours in the suburban town 
of Komarovo. Included with the typescript is a recent hand-written 
letter detailing the provenance and pinpointing the date of creation to 
the years 1958–1961. This range seems unlikely, given that the first 
known typewritten version was produced by Akhmatova’s secretary in 
the poet’s presence in early December of 1962. Moreover, the present 
text includes the verse “Eto bylo, kogda ulybalsia,” which was first 
included in the poem when it was first written down in 1962 (see Lidiia 
Chukovskaya’s memoirs). 

Nevertheless, these leaves contain an early copy of Akhmatova’s 
poem, likely produced sometime between December 1962 and the 
mid-1960s. The text also evinces a number of small differences vis-à-
vis the canonic 1963 text, as well as later revised editions. Notably, the 
first part features the dedication to “my husband and friend” (“Pos-
viashchaetsia muzhu i drugu”), which is missing in all other editions of 
the poem. Furthermore, the last line of the fifth stanza features more 
daring phrasing than the canonical text, which appears to be un-
known: “И скорой гибелью грозит чекистская звезда” rather than 
“И скорой гибелью грозит огромная звезда.” 

Later samizdat versions were usually based on the 1963 edition and 
featured few to no variant passages. They were often bound and 
contained other texts; this loose-leaf version would have been easier 
to pass on at a time when both the copying and the possession of the 
work entailed serious legal risks. An important document of the early 
reception of “Requiem” in the Soviet Union.
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[Soviet folklore in SamizDat]

12.  Collection of late Soviet and Perestroika-era popular poems, 
ditties, song lyrics, anecdotes, and related texts issued in samiz-
dat. Soviet Union, ca. 1980–1992. Various formats, both manuscript 
and typescript; overall very good.   $2,950
 
Gathered over fifteen years by a collector in the Siberian city of Omsk, 
this group comprises a representative selection of unofficially circu-
lated “folklore” of the late Soviet period. The Soviet state controlled 
all forms of publishing, closely monitoring access to printers and 
reproduction materials and often harshly persecuting illicit reproduc-
tion. While the phenomenon of samizdat (from sam, self, and izdat’, to 
publish) is best known for its literary and political uses, Soviet unoffi-
cial publishing also included marginal, even banal texts such as these, 
which nevertheless shed an important light on average educated read-
ers’ interests and concerns. They were stealthily circulated and read at 
work and during breaks, during nightly kitchen conversations, or even 
at larger gatherings and celebrations. They comprise the nucleus of a 
late-Soviet folklore known by everyone and commonly alluded to in 
everyday conversations.

The Russian poet Lev Losev has identified six categories of samizdat 
literature: literary, political, religious-philosophical, mystical and oc-
cult, erotica and instructions. The last three categories have been left 
out of conversations about the Soviet underground publishing prac-
tices altogether because they do not fit into the standard politicized 
narrative. Interest in these “other” types of texts is currently reviving, 
see for example Ann Komaromi, “The Material Existence of Soviet 
Samizdat” (Slavic Review, 2004).

The present group of thirty-three items can be divided into three top-
ics: politics (five texts), erotica (six texts), and Soviet byt, or everyday 
life (seventeen texts). It includes humorous texts about Gorbachev, 
Perestroika, Ronald Reagan, curious numerological conspiracy theo-
ries, lewd erotic ditties and misogynist humor, and much else. Given 
the relative homogeneity of Soviet paper and typewriter standards 
from the 1960s through 1980s, dating the individual leaves is difficult 
to impossible. However, based on the nature of these texts and some 
knowledge about their approximate genesis, most pieces can be dat-
ed to the mid- to late 1980s. A few were most likely produced shortly 
after the fall of the Soviet Union, and a few earlier ones dating to the 
1970s or early 1980s are also included. Groups from a single prove-
nance and of such size are not known to have emerged on the market. 
Please inquire for a complete list and condition descriptions. 
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[a Soviet “on the roaD?” the oDySSey of a Soviet hiPPie]

13.  [Meitin, Georgii]. Dva Leta [Two summers]. A5 (20.8 × 14.6 cm). 
76 leaves of original typescript to rectos, with occasional corrections. 
Laid into a single folded blank sheet (A4). Outer blank leaf with wear 
and nicks to spine; contents very good.   $1,250

Rare samizdat edition of this slightly fictionalized autobiographical 
narrative by the legendary neformal from Riga, Georgii Meitin (born 
1958). A Tolstoyan pacifist and a member of ‘Sistema’, a loose net-
work of Soviet hippies, Meitin spent the summers of 1979 and 1980 
hitchhiking from Riga, Latvia to Simferopol in the Crimea, through 
Dunaevtsy and on to the famous Valdaisk session, a planned meet-
ing of Soviet hippies that was dispersed by the military in 1979. In 
the course of his travels Meitin is variously apprehended and insti-
tutionalized by the Soviet authorities, as well as by “respectable 
Soviet citizens,” who find his wandering lifestyle and his appearance 
(long hair, disheveled clothing) incomprehensible if not dangerous. 
The author also finds himself in a hospital and a mental institution, a 
common way of isolating dissidents in the Soviet Union. Discussions 
of pacifism, brotherly love, and vegetarianism take center stage in 
Meitin’s conversations with those he encounters on the road. The 
original manuscript, completed shortly after his travels and dissemi-
nated in samizdat was confiscated and destroyed by the KGB in 1982. 
This version, dated 1986, was the author’s attempt at recreating the 
confiscated original. It was officially published in 1990 in Iasnaia  
Poliana, a socio-religious journal Meitin published in Riga in 1988–
1991, free of the censorship restrictions of the Latvian SSR.
 
Dating to the late 1960s, Soviet hippies were inspired by their West-
ern counterparts and variously connected to Soviet non-conform-
ist artists and dissidents. They were initially ‘outed’ as a group by 
the KGB in 1971, when they were allegedly allowed to protest the 
Vietnam War in front of the US embassy. Participants of the protest 
were arrested and harassed, suppressing the political aspect of the 

movement. Nevertheless, a loose network of hippies, connected by 
a list that contained names and addresses of the participants, called 
‘Sistema’ (as in the solar system, allegedly because of one of their 
charismatic leaders called the Sun) continued to develop throughout 
the 1970s. The ‘Sistema’ list allowed its members to find one anoth-
er during travels, and served for dissemination of samizdat, such as 
this item. Less explicitly political than their Western counterparts, 
the members of this group refused higher education and tradition-
al professional and personal lives, choosing to ‘search’ for another 
way of life instead. As described by historian of the movement Irina 
Gordeeva “One of the ideological (in some cases religious-ideological 
or ethical) choices for the cultural outsiders of the late Soviet period 
was pacifism, or the idea of nonviolence in its various interpretations 
and manifestations” (Dropping out of Socialism: The Creation of  
Alternative Spheres in the Soviet Union, 2017; p. 145). Inspired initial-
ly by Leo Tolstoy, Meitin was especially moved by this aspect of hippie 
culture, refusing to serve in the Soviet army and earnestly contem-
plating his own ability to love the police that harass and arrest him in 
this memoir. This item is perhaps the only contemporary account of 
the complex ethical and political reality of Soviet hippies. Rare; we 
cannot trace any samizdat editions via KVK or OCLC, nor any traces in 
the trade.   (50363)
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[Soviet PriSon tattooS anD Slang]

14.  Nikonorov, M[ikhail] G[eorgievich] and GUITU MVD SSSR. Sbornik 
zhargonnykh slov i vyrazhenii, upotrebliaemykh prestupnym 
elementom, a takzhe simvolov nekotorykh tatuirovok, nanosim-
ykh im na telo [A dictionary of slang terms and idioms used by 
criminal elements, as well as symbols of certain tattoos applied 
to the body]. Moscow: Tipografiia imeni Vorovskogo, 1983. Octavo 
(19.7 × 14.3 cm). Original printed wrappers; 216 pp. Photographically 
reproduced from typescript and original drawings. Light wear; cloth 
spine strip splitting to upper spine extremity; still about very good.   
$2,000
 
Intended for criminal investigators, this scarce work was printed for 
internal use only by the Soviet Corrective Labor Colonies department 
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. It contains a 108-page dictionary 
of prison jargon. Pages 109-216 are a compendium of tattoo symbols 
common in the Russian criminal underworld, along with their pre-
cise meaning and the indication of the body part on which they were 
placed. The handbook was to help investigators during interrogations 
as well as with identity verification. Tattoos also revealed the inter-
ests of the incarcerated individual, their attitudes to life, the location 
and duration of their previous incarceration, the number of their con-
victions, their criminal specialty and their place in the criminal hierar-
chy. This handbook is unique for containing both a jargon dictionary 
and a visual guide for decoding tattoos, typically two separate areas 
of expertise. More recently, curiosity about the dark and imaginative 
hieroglyphs of Soviet prison life spread beyond the strictly profes-
sional interest of this early handbook, with the publication of the 
acclaimed Russian Criminal Tattoo series (FUEL; 2004–2018) based 
on the collections of images assembled by Danzig Baldaev, a Soviet 
prison guard, and Arkady Bronnikov, a criminologist and ethnogra-
pher of prison tattoos. Their collections of the “visual encyclopedia of 
Soviet prison life” were also featured in art exhibitions in galleries of 
London, Berlin, and Moscow.

 
The images included here range from simple acronyms with cod-
ed meanings to intricate designs. The hidden meanings of tattooed 
acronyms such as KOT (cat), ZLO (evil), TUZ (ace), SLON (elephant) 
are explained, with KOT decoded as “Korennoi Obitatel’ Tiur’my” 
(“permanent prison resident”), ZLO standing in for “Za vse Legavym 
Otomshchu” (“I will seek revenge on the cops”), and TUZ various-
ly translated as “Tiur’ma Uchit Zakonu” (“one learns ‘the law’ in 
prison”) and “Tiur’ma Uzhe Znakoma” (“already familiar with pris-
on life”). The handbook also explains that SLON tattooed on older 
prisoners indicates their having served a term at the infamous Solovki 
prison camp, typically reserved for political prisoners. The tattoo 
designs can include simple geometric shapes, which indicate that the 
wearer has been in prison from a young age, or that they are in prison 
for dealing in foreign currency, an illegal practice in the Soviet Union. 
Religious imagery, such as Madonna with child, often indicated that 
the wearer misses home or freedom in general. An image of woman 
with a serpent indicated homosexuality. According to this handbook, 
such tattoos were applied forcibly to the back of the wearer. With 
these and many more explanatory notes, the handbook is a scarce 
artifact of the inner workings of the Soviet prison system. Copy no. 
5929. Print runs were commonly manipulated, and our expert source 
in Russia believes that such publications were issued sequentially 
(rather than this being copy no. 5929 of the present edition). We can-
not trace any copies in KVK or OCLC as of December 2019.   (50389)
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[homoSexuality in ruSSia]

15.  Kalinin, Roman. Tema [The theme (e.g. slang term meaning 
“queer”)], no. 4 (12). Moscow: Tema, 1992. Quarto (folded tabloid); 
24 pp. Illustrated from photographs and drawings. Text lightly age-
toned; a few very small nicks; overall very good.   $250

Single issue of this early post-Perestroika gay-themed periodical, 
edited by Roman Kalinin (born 1966), a gay activist and journalist. 
The journal, with a title meaning both “topic” and a slang word for 
“queer,” was founded when the Soviet Union was still in existence, in 
1989, and the first issues appeared in samizdat form in Riga in 1990. 
Registered in accordance with the Russian “Zakon o pechati” (Law on 
print media), it became the first officially recognized gay journal. With 
articles, editorials, and many photographic reproductions, as well as 
personal ads in Russian and English. Altogether, 13 issues appeared 
from 1990 to 1993. Kalinin also founded the Moscow Union of Lesbi-
ans and Gay Men, Russia’s first gay and lesbian organization. Scat-
tered institutional holdings, but scarce in the trade; we cannot trace 
any copies on offer in Russia nor in the West.   (50434)
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POETRY

[ruSSian Poetry – confiScateD run]

16.  Berendgof, N. S. Tsel’ smelykh: stikhotvoreniia, 1917–1918  
[The goal of the brave: poems]. Moscow: Tip. kn-va “Koshnitsa,” 
1918. Octavo (17.4 × 12.5 cm). Original staple-stitched printed wrap-
pers; 64 pp. Very good; very minor loss to upper wrapper edge, not 
affecting text; in protective mylar.   $450

First volume of poems by Nikolai Sergeevich Berendgof (1902–1963), 
the Russian expressionist poet and later member of the “Nichevoki” 
(Nothingist) group. He has also been classified among the “vizionisty” 
(Visionists), an obscure literary movement that included other less-
er-known poets such as Adalis, Piast, and Zubakin. Berendgof would 
go on to author five more books of poems during the 1920s. According 
to some sources, he later sought to destroy copies of his debut book, 
and the volume is scarce in the trade despite a print run of 3000 cop-
ies (Turchinskii confirms this). See Turchinskii, Russkie poety XX veka, 
1900-1955, p. 110. As of December 2019, we can only trace  
two copies in North American libraries.   (50433)
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17.  Shmerel’son, Grigorii. Dlan’ dushi: stikhi [The palm of the soul]. 
Moscow: Izdanie Nizhegorodskogo Otdeleniia Vserossiiskogo Soiuza 
Poetov, 1920. Square 12mo (11 × 11 cm). Original decorative wrap-
pers by Aleksandr Ikonnikov; 11, [1] pp. About very good; erased ink 
signature to front wrapper; private inventory stamp to front wrapper 
verso; small Soviet bookstore stamps to rear wrapper.   $650

First volume of poems published by Shmerel’son, published by the 
Nizhnyi Novgorod Poets’ Union. Shmerel’son (1901–1942) was a 
lesser-known Russian Imaginist poet who played a key role in the 
“Militant Order of Imaginists” (“Voinstvuiushchii orden imazhinistov”) 
in Leningrad, the second largest group of Imaginists including such 
poets as Semen Polotskii, Nikolai Grigorov, Vol’f Erlikh, and others. 
Shmerel’son was personally acquainted with Esenin during the early 
1920s and planned to issue an anthology of Russian Imaginist poetry. 
His fate remains largely unclear: he seems to have avoided the worst 
of the Stalinist repressions, but died during the Leningrad Blockade. 
His personal archive is held by the Pushkin House in St. Petersburg. 
As of November 2019, we can only trace the copy at the French  
National Library and a photocopy at Stanford.   (50369)
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18.  Smirenskii, Boris. V limonnoi gavani Iokogama: tret’ia kniga 
stikhov [In the lemon harbor of Yokohama: third book of poems]. 
St. Petersburg: Izdanie “Kol’tso Poetov,” 1922. 12mo (13.8 × 11 
cm). Original staple-stitched printed wrappers; 31, [1] pp. About very 
good; private inventory stamp to front wrapper verso; small Soviet 
bookstore stamps to rear wrapper.   $750

Third volume of poems by Boris Viktorovich Smirenskii (1900–1970), 
who would go on to become better known as a literary scholar and 
the author of a work on literary mystifications (“Pero i maska”). Pub-
lished by the little-known poetic grouping “Kol’tso poeta,” founded in 
1921 by Konstantin Olimpov (Konstantin Fofanov), Andrei Skorbnyi 
(Vladimir Smirenskii), and Boris Smirenskii. Curiously enough, the 
group sought to revive the tendency of Egofuturism, the most import-
ant representative of which was Igor’ Severianin, whose influence 
is felt in Smirenskii’s verse. One of 500 copies. Tarasenkov, p. 346. 
As of November 2019, we can only trace one copy in North America.   
(50371)
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[ruSSian exPerimental Poetry]

19.  Ismailov, Khamid (Hamid). Pesochnye chasy [Hourglass].  
Moscow: IMA-press pri uchastii Dablus, 1991. Oblong quarto  
(21 × 30 cm). Original pictorial portfolio housing eleven folded leaves, 
printed to rectos only. Signed by the author to rear wrapper.  
Very good.   $450

First and only edition of the large-format visual prose poems by the 
most widely published contemporary Uzbek poet, novelist, and trans-
lator Hamid Ismailov (b. 1954), whose works are banned in his home 
country. His first books of poetry “Sad” (Garden, 1987) and “Pus-
tynia” (Desert, 1990) were published in Tashkent, then the Uzbek 
SSR. A number of his visual poetry books, experiments with found 
poetry, and book art, including this item, were published in Moscow in 
1990–1992. In 1992, Ismailov was forced to leave Uzbekistan fear-
ing arrest for “unacceptable democratic tendencies” and continues 
to live in exile in London. In 2010 he became the Writer in Residence 
for the BBC world service. The English translations of his novels The 
Railway (2007), The Devil’s Dance (2018) and Of Strangers and Bees 
(2019), are noted for their experimentation in mixing poetry and 
prose, a tendency the author attributes to the strong poetic tradition 
in Uzbek literature. Each prose poem in this collection consists of two 
pages printed facing on one large folded sheet (versos blank). Housed 
in printed card folder. One of 200 copies, signed and numbered (this 
is number 62). As of December 2019, KVK and OCLC show copies at 
Princeton, Stanford, Getty, and the British Library.   (50416)
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[viSual Poetry in ruSSia]

20.  Kruchenykh, Aleksei and Sergei Sigei. Al’fa i omega. Aleksei 
Kruchenykh. Arabeski iz Gogolia [Aleksei Kruchenykh. Gogol’s 
Arabesques]. Eisk: Otdel zhivopisi i grafiki Eiskogo istoriko-kraeved-
cheskogo muzeia, 1992. Octavo (19.6 × 14.2 cm). Original sta-
ple-stitched wrappers; 20 pp. Very good or better.   $250

Arranged visually by the neo-futurist poet and artist Sergei Sigei, this 
hybrid publication (contemporary visual poetry alongside modernist 
poetic text) is a tribute to the futurist poet and the father of trans-
sense (zaum) poetry Aleksei Kruchenykh (1886–1968). Kruchenykh’s 
text, written in 1943–1944 and published here for the first time, 
is in turn a response and tribute to Nikolai Gogol (1809–1852) the 
father of the absurd in nineteenth-century Russian literature. In 
the introduction Sigei explains: “The late Kruchenykh did not write 
trans-sense poetry, instead, with a mysterious smile, he was re-writ-
ing classical literature. This work is easily understood in the context 
of contemporary debates about ‘postmodernism’; the great futurist 
turned out to be ahead of ‘the first Russian postmodernists’…” Sigei’s 
visual poems are set using large wood type. Published by the his-
torical museum in Eisk, a town in Southern Russia. The Museum is 
notable for holding the first international exhibition of concrete poetry 
in the Soviet Union, as well as first exhibit of mail art in 1989–1990. 
Published in a print run of 500 copies. Pictured in: Bookwork: Rea 
Nikonova & Serge Segay, Eindhoven, LS. Collection Van Abbemuseum, 
2016).   (50412)
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[viSual Poetry in ruSSia]

21.  Malevich, Kazimir and Sergei Sigei. Pis’ma k Shutko [Letters to 
Shutko]. Eisk: Otdel zhivopisi i grafiki Eiskogo istoriko-kraevedchesk-
ogo muzeia, 1992. Octavo (19.6 × 14.2 cm). Original staple-stitched 
wrappers; 17, [2] pp. Very good or better.   $300

This tribute to Malevich (1879–1935) combines the artist’s corre-
spondence with Kirill Shutko (1884–1938) and visual poetry by the 
neo-futurist poet and artist Sergei Sigei (1947–2014). The letters, 
apparently published here for the first time, come from the personal 
archive of Evgenii Kotenko, who wrote the introduction to the volume. 
Originally written on “laid paper in purple ink,” here the two letters 
are set by Sigei in letter shapes of various sizes and fonts, thus slow-
ing down and making the reading more difficult. Sigei’s accompanying 
visual poems, letterpress-printed in primary colors using wood type, 
serve as a commentary on the contents of the letters. According to 
the introduction, Shutko and Malevich met while studying with the 
master of avant-garde theater Vsevolod Meyerhold in Moscow. A na-
tive of the Eisk region, Shutko invited Malevich to Eisk to collaborate 
on theater productions, of which Gogol’s “Inspector General” was the 
most successful, with the costumes and set design done entirely by 
Malevich. After the Revolution, Shutko became the head of the Arts 
Section of the State Planning Committee (Gosplan). When Malevich 
was arrested in 1930, it was Shutko’s patronage that eventually led 
to his release. In these letters, Malevich describes his conflicts with 
the system and asks for Shutko’s intervention. Published in a print run 
of 500 copies. Pictured in: Bookwork: Rea Nikonova & Serge Segay, 
Eindhoven, LS. Collection Van Abbemuseum, 2016). As of Decem-
ber 2019, KVK and OCLC only show the copy at Geneva University.   
(50413)
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SOVIET REGIONAL PRINTING

22.  Blok, Alexander (Trans. Gaprindashvili, Valerian). Tormeti. 
Skvitebi [The Twelve. Poems]. Tbilisi: 1923. Octavo (17 × 12.5 cm). 
Original decorative wrappers; 32 pp. A very good copy; light rust to 
staple and old bookstore stamp to rear wrapper.   $950

First translation into Georgian of Alexander Blok’s famous 1918 long 
poem “The Twelve,” a poetic response to the October Revolution. The 
item also includes a collection of other poems by Blok (1880–1921), 
a symbolist poet considered one of the greatest poets of the Russian 
Silver Age. The timely translation was published only a year after 
Georgia became an official member of the Soviet Union in 1922. 
The translator, Valerian Gaprindashvili (1890–1941), was one of the 
founding members of the “Blue Horns,” a group of Georgian Symbol-
ist poets active 1915–1925. Gaprindashvili studied in Moscow and 
wrote verse in Russian as well as Georgian, translating the work of the 
nineteenth-century Romantic poet Nikoloz Baratashvili into Russian 
and the work of the Symbolist Alexander Blok into Georgian. Not in 
KVK, OCLC.   (50303)
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[armenian tranSlation of a claSSic Soviet chilDren’S Book]

23.  Zhitkov, Boris and M[ikhail] Tsekhanovskii, illustrator.  
Herragir [The telegram]. Erevan: OGIZ “Molodaia Gvardiia”, 1934. 
Small octavo (16.5 × 12 cm). Original staple-stitched pictorial wrap-
pers; 34, [1] pp. Nine illustrations, some full page. Good or better; 
light wear to spine; private ink inscription to title; a few pencil  
annotations.   $450

Originally published in Russian as Telegramma (1927), this popular 
book offers a historical overview of the development of the tele-
graph, then a new and fascinating technology. The author of the 
book, Boris Zhitkov (1882–1938) wrote both for adults and children, 
his children’s literature focused on popular science and travel. As 
a travel writer he was immortalized by the famous children’s writ-
er Samuil Marshak, in his 1927 poem “Pochta” [The Post], where 
a letter sent to one Boris Zhitkov follows him around the world to 
Germany, England and Brazil. Marshak’s book, likewise illustrated 
by Mikhail Tsekhanovski (1889–1965) became an instant classic of 
Soviet children’s literature with the help of Tsekhanovsky’s dynamic, 
constructivist inspired illustrations, which have here been edited to 
include Armenian captions, rather than the Russian original. The sec-
ond Russian edition is no. 242 of the Lur’e collection (Kniga dlia detei 
1881-1939, Moscow: ULEI, 2009). The Russian editon is scarce, with 
only a scattering of institutional holdings; as of December 2019, KVK 
and OCLC fail to locate this Armenian edition.   (50301)
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[Scarce DageStan imPrint]

24.  Zhirkov, L. I. Staraia i novaia avarskaia pesnia [Old and New 
Avar Songs]. Makhach-Kala: Izdanie Dagestanskogo Nauchno-Issle-
dovatel’skogo Instituta, 1927. Large octavo (26.4 × 17.4 cm). Original 
staple-stitched decorative wrappers; 21, [1] pp. About very good; 
barely visible professional restoration to wrappers and spine; light 
damp stains to last few pages, not affecting text.   $650

Scarce work on the rich heritage of sung lyrics among the Avar people 
of the Dagestani mountain region. According to the preface, prior to 
a 1923 expedition only approximately ten such texts were known to 
exist, which explains the author’s joy at the recent discovery of a mul-
titude of songs exemplifying the “sensitive, poetic soul” of the Avars. 
The brochure is divided into sections dealing with the history and ear-
liest records of these songs, specific genres such as the amorous and 
heroic, the Avar poet Makmud from Ak-Kent, as well as conjectures 
about the future development of Avar songs. Zhirkov also reflects 
on the opposing influences of Arabic and Russian, with reference to 
Persian and Turkish literary works. A scarce resource on Caucasian 
folklore. One of 500 copies printed. Printed by Buinakskaia Tipo- 
litografiia Daggosizdata. As of November 2019, KVK and OCLC show 
copies at LOC and Chicago (the copy at Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin is 
marked a war loss).   (50404)
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POLISH

[PoliSh SamizDat comicS aDaPtation of ‘animal farm’]

25.  Orwell, George and Maciek Bialy and Karol Blue, editors and illus-
trators. Folwark zwierzęcy wedlug George Orwella [Animal farm, 
based on George Orwell]. [Warsaw]: Wydawnictwo “Epoka”; Bib-
lioteka “Tygodnika Demokratycznego,” 1989. Large octavo (23 × 18.5 
cm). Original staple-stitched pictorial wrappers; 61, [1] pp. Offset-re-
produced drawn comics to rectos and versos. Very good.   $750

Later edition of this samizdat comic book edition, in Polish, of George 
Orwell’s Animal Farm, published by a more established publishing 
house in Warsaw (first issued in 1985). Maciek Bialy and Karol Blue 
were the pseudonyms of Robert Śnieciński and Fernando Molina. 
A number of the drawings were redacted from the 1985 publication. 
The book was apparently issued as a supplement to the “Democrat-
ic Weekly” (Tygodnik Demokratyczny) and is printed on newsprint. 
Orwell’s political satire of the Soviet establishment was naturally 
banned in all Soviet bloc nations, but was tremendously popular with 
the Polish independent semi-clandestine publishing houses, which 
flourished in Poland starting in the mid-1970s. Polish underground 
publications are scarce outside of Poland. As of November 2019, KVK 
and OCLC show one copy in North America.   (50384)
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[grouP of PoliSh Sci-fi SamizDat]

26.  Daley, Brian. Star Wars: Han Solo na Krańcu Gwiazdy [Star 
Wars: Han Solo at Star’s End]. [Brzeg?]: self-published, [ca. 1980–
1985]. Octavo (20 × 14 cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 124 pp. of 
mimeographed typescript to rectos and versos. Very good.   $750

Undated Polish samizdat edition of the first novel in the Han Solo 
Adventures trilogy. The book was published by the Polish Sci-fi fan 
club “Falcon” headquartered in Brzeg, in southwestern Poland, 
with the words “for internal use of the organization” printed at the 
bottom of the title page. With all publishing in Soviet Bloc nations 
tightly controlled by the state, fan clubs carved out a unique niche 
in publishing, distributing materials that fell into a censorship “gray 
zone” – not endorsed by state publishing, yet not so “dangerous” 
as to require a ban. Unusual for samizdat, a print run of 100 copies 
is indicated on this item. The small print run allowed the fan club to 
avoid problems with censorship, claiming the books to be distributed 
exclusively to fan club members. It appears that such fan club mate-
rials went through many editions, however, often releasing a total of 
1000 or more copies onto the flourishing underground book market. 
The translator of the novel, likely also a member of the fan club, is 
unknown. 

The much-awaited Polish premiere of the original Star Wars movie 
took place in March 1979, only two years after the US release. How-
ever, the Brian Daley Star Wars spin-off novels, the first of which was 
published in the US in 1979, were not officially published in Poland 
until the early 90s, making Sci-fi fan clubs the primary source of Star 
Wars materials. The fanzine of the Silesian fan club Fikcje [Fictions] 
was another source of Star Wars material. According to Mike Ashley, 
“starting in #32 (February 1986) it serialized the original Star Wars 
novel credited to George Lucas over 15 issues…concluding the serial 
in its final issue #54 (April/June 1988) alongside an abridgement of 
The Empire Strikes Back” (Mike Ashley, Science Fiction Rebels, 2016; 
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pp. 322-323). Official Polish Sci-fi magazines such as Mlody technic 
[Young Engineer], Alfa, and Fantastyka, which carried translations of 
other Anglo-American fantasy and Sci-fi novels, seemed to have been 
unable to publish Star Wars novels. They were however important in 
printing information about fan club events. Falcon’s samizdat books 
were the only non-serialized publications of Star Wars novels in the 
1980s. The last page of this item indicates that the next two novels in 
the trilogy, Han Solo’s Revenge and Han Solo and the Lost Legacy, are 
also in the works. As of December 2019, KVK and OCLC fail to locate 
copies outside of Poland.   (50463)

27.  Daley, Brian. Star Wars: Zemsta Hana Solo [Star Wars: Han 
Solo’s Revenge]. [Brzeg?]: self-published, [ca. 1980–1985]. Octavo 
(20 × 14 cm). Original pictorial wrappers; 111 pp. of mimeographed 
typescript to rectos and versos. Very good.   $750

Undated Polish samizdat edition of the second novel in the Han 
Solo Adventures trilogy. The book was published by the Polish Sci-fi 
fan club “Falcon” headquartered in Brzeg, in southwestern Poland. 
Unusual for a samizdat item, a print run of 100 copies is indicated on 
this edition. The small print run allowed the fan club to avoid prob-
lems with censorship, claiming the books to be distributed exclu-
sively to fan club members. It appears that such fan club materials 
went through many editions however, often releasing a total of 1000 
or more copies onto the flourishing underground book market. The 
translator of the novel, likely also a member of the fan club, is un-
known. The last page indicates that the last novel in the trilogy, Han 
Solo and the Lost Legacy, is in production. Not in KVK, OCLC.   (50464)
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28.  Offutt, Andrew J. with I[zydor] D[uda] translator. Conan  
i Czarownik [Conan and the Sorcerer]. [Poland]: self-published, 
1983. Octavo (20 × 14.5 cm). Original yellow pictorial wrappers;  
105 pp. of mimeographed typescript to rectos and versos. Very good.   
$450

First and only edition of this Polish samizdat translation of the first 
novel in the Conan the Barbarian trilogy by Andrew J. Offutt, based 
on the Conan character developed by Robert E. Howard. The book 
was likely published by a fantasy and sci-fi fan club, many of which 
flourished in Poland in the 1980s. The words “for internal use of the 
organization” and “distributed as a manuscript” are printed on the 
title page. Such inscriptions helped the fan club to avoid problems 
with censorship, claiming the books to be distributed exclusively to 
fan club members. Offutt’s Conan the Barbarian trilogy was first pub-
lished in English in 1978, with the Polish translation by Izydor Duda 
in 1983. Duda’s translation of this text was re-published officially by 
Amber publishers, in Warsaw in 1994. As of December 2019, KVK 
and OCLC fail to locate copies outside of Poland.   (50465)
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[rare DeSign By mieczySłaW Berman]

29.  Radzieckie biuro informacyjne (Sovinformbiuro). O fałszerzach 
historii [On the falsifiers of history]. Warsaw: Wydawnictwo “Pra-
sa Wojskowa,” 1948. Octavo (21 × 13 cm). Original blind wrappers 
with photomontage wrappers; 75, [1] pp. Six photographic plates. 
Light wear to the fragile dust wrapper edges; small private ownership 
marks to half title; else about very good.   $450

First and only edition of this pamphlet, a translation of the Russian 
original, a text partly authored by Stalin that sought to rebut an-
ti-communist accounts of the course of Polish defense during World 
War II. Specifically, it was a reaction to a pamphlet published by the 
US State Department, entitled Nazi-Soviet Relations, 1939–1941. 
Wrappers illustrated with a striking photomontage by Mieczysław 
Berman, who also selected the six photographs reproduced within 
and was responsible for the overall graphic design. One of the most 
influential Polish designers of the twentieth century, Berman’s early 
work was largely inspired by Dada and Constructivism. Under the 
influence of John Heartfield and the Arbeiter-Illustrierte-Zeitung (AIZ), 
he gradually turned to overtly political photomontage and created 
his famous anti-Nazi photomontage works. After the end of WWII, 
the country was increasingly under Soviet rule by proxy. Even though 
the Polish People’s Republic was not created until 1952, the 1947 
election marked the undisputed dominance of the communists. As 
of December 2019, KVK and OCLC show the copies at the National 
Library of Poland, UCL, National Library of Israel, Hirsch Library, and 
Stanford.   (50383)
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30.  Załęski, Grzegorz. Satyra w konspiracji [Satire in the under-
ground], 1939–1944. Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Ministerstwa Obrony 
Narodowej, 1958. Quarto (30 × 21.5 cm). Original gray cloth; pictorial 
red dust jacket; 350, [2] pp. With many tipped-in facsimiles, several 
of them in color. About very good; dust jacket lightly worn and with 
tears to edges.   $225

This volume gathers satirical verse, ditties, small printed and illus-
trated pamphlets, drawings, and other visual material created in 
Warsaw during the German occupation during WWII. They cover not 
only printed materials (both letterpress and crudely mimeographed 
pamphlets), but also document slogans and crude drawings found 
on walls. With a preface by the author and an introductory essay 
by Andrzej Ryszkiewicz on Polish underground satirical publishing 
efforts. The many tipped-in facsimiles reproduce pages and covers of 
satirical publications true to size and on similar paper. An astonishing 
resource that documents the resilience of the Polish spirit under the 
Nazi occupation. Dust jacket designed by Andrzej Will.   (50467)
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